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ABSTRACT
In this study we consider a mathematical model of a sexual population that lives in a changing environ-

ment. We find that a low rate of environmental change can produce a very large increase in genetic
variability. This may help to explain the high levels of heritability observed in many natural populations.
We also study asexuality and find that a modest rate of environmental change can be very damaging to
an asexual population, while leaving a sexual population virtually unscathed. Furthermore, in a changing
environment, the advantages of sexuality over asexuality can be much greater than suggested by most
previous studies. Our analysis applies in the case of very large populations, where stochastic forces may
be neglected.

ALL environments change with time. Understanding infinite sexual and asexual populations in a changing
how populations respond to change is fundamen- environment (Charlesworth 1993). However, to carry

tal for evolutionary biology, agriculture, and conserva- out his study, Charlesworth made use of the infinitesimal
tion. However, this problem has proved resistant to anal- model (Bulmer 1980). This model assumes that an
ysis. A truly realistic model must allow for the occurrence infinite number of loci control the selected trait and
of mutations with a wide variety of effects, and it must that alleles at each locus have infinitesimal effects. These
also allow for large population sizes. Unfortunately, in- assumptions are clearly unrealistic, although the analysis
cluding these factors in a mathematical model intro- does provide some important insights.
duces profound difficulties into the analysis. In this study, we attempt to make progress toward the

One way that researchers have dealt with the mathe- formulation of a biologically realistic model of adapta-
matical difficulties is to use computer simulations. Un- tion in a changing environment. Like Charlesworth, we
fortunately, because of the limitations of computer assume that the population is infinite, and we consider
memory and CPU time, computer analysis does not both sexual and asexual populations. However, we pres-
allow consideration of very large populations. As an ent a new analysis that allows for consideration of the
example, Bürger and Lynch (1995) used computer more realistic situation where a relatively small number
simulations to study evolutionary dynamics in a chang- of loci control the selected trait, and we also allow for
ing environment. These authors allowed for genetic the occurrence of mutations that have substantial ef-
mutations with a wide range of effects. However, the fects. We find that the results from this analysis are
largest population considered had only 512 members. very different from those of previous studies that have
In contrast, many natural populations have .109 mem- considered small populations and those of previous
bers. In addition, the per-allele mutation rate used by studies that have used less realistic genetic systems.
Bürger and Lynch (2 3 1024) was far higher than the
rates usually thought to be biologically realistic (Grif-
fiths et al. 1996). The high mutation rate may also

MODEL AND RESULTShave been necessitated by computational constraints, as
equilibration can be very slow when allelic mutation

Evolution in an unchanging environment: Consider a
rates are low.

population of obligately sexual hermaphrodites that isMany natural populations are very large. With this
sufficiently large that stochastic effects can be ignoredin mind, some investigators have focused on infinite
(i.e., the population is effectively infinite). Each individ-populations, which should provide very similar results
ual is characterized by the value of a phenotypic traitto finite populations of sufficient size. One example is
such as height or weight. An individual’s measurementa study by Charlesworth that considered the fate of
on the trait is denoted by z. We assume that there is an
optimal value of z, called zopt. The value of zopt does not
change over time, and death rate increases with the

Corresponding author: Joel R. Peck, School of Biological Sciences, deviation of z from zopt (thus we have stabilizing selec-The University of Sussex, Brighton BN1 9QG, Great Britain.
E-mail: j.r.peck@sussex.ac.uk tion). In particular, for an individual with phenotypic
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1042 D. Waxman and J. R. Peck

value z, the probability of dying over a very small period
f(y 2 x*) 5 1 1

√2pm22exp12(y 2 x*)2

2m2 2, (1)
of time, Dt, is given by D · Dt. Here, D represents death
rate, and it is given by D 5 [1 1 (z 2 zopt)2/(2V)], where

where m is the standard deviation of mutant effects.V . 0. The value of V is inversely related to the strength
What parameter values are reasonable to use for theof stabilizing selection.

production of results from the model? At present thereExtensive numerical study shows that, after a suffi-
is a great deal of debate about this matter. Furthermore,ciently long period of time has elapsed, the mean value
the most realistic choice of parameter values probablyof D tends to settle down to a particular value, which
depends on which phenotypic trait is under consider-we denote by DS (“S” stands for sexual). Note that for
ation. With this in mind, we produced results for fouran individual with the optimal phenotype (i.e., z 5 zopt),
different sets of parameter values.we have D 5 1. Thus, in a typical population, where

Experiments suggest that allelic mutation rates inmost individuals do not have the optimal phenotype,
multicellular organisms are generally on the order ofwe have DS . 1.
1025 (Griffiths et al. 1996). Furthermore, most of theIndividuals can produce offspring either by “male
heritable variation for many easy-to-measure traitseffort” (i.e., by providing sperm or pollen) or by “female
(e.g., body size) appears to be controlled by ,20 locieffort,” which involves providing some of the resources
(Turelli 1984; Bürger et al. 1989; Bürger and Lynchnecessary for maturation (as in seed production). At
1995; Kearsey and Farquhar 1998). Finally, roughany given time, all individuals produce offspring via
estimates from the data (Turelli 1984; Lynch andfemale effort at the same rate, B. Thus, during a very
Walsh 1998) suggest that, typically, m2 ! 1, and V ≈ 20small period of time, Dt, the probability that a given
[m ≈ 0.2 is often used in published calculations (Turelliindividual will produce an offspring via female effort is
1984; Bürger and Lynch 1995; Lynch et al. 1995;

given by B · Dt. Mating is random, and offspring mature
Lynch and Walsh 1998)].

instantaneously. We assume that, at any given instant,
The foregoing considerations motivate the calcula-

births compensate for deaths, so that population density tions made for Table 1, for which we set L 5 10, m 5
does not change with time. Thus, after equilibration of 1025, m 5 0.2, and V 5 20. The first row of Table 1
death rate, we have B 5 DS. gives the data for an unchanging environment. In this

The phenotype of a particular individual is assumed case, the genetic variance within a sexual population,
to depend on its “genotypic value,” G, plus a normally VG,S is quite low (VG,S 5 0.00807). (The genetic variance
distributed environmental noise component, ε (thus, is defined as the variance in G values within the popula-
z 5 G 1 ε). The distribution of ε is independent of G tion, and the subscript S indicates that the population
and has mean zero and standard deviation Ve. Without is sexual.) As a result of the low value of VG,S, heritability
loss of generality, other variables are scaled so that Ve 5 is also low. As noted previously, the environmental vari-
1. Furthermore, we assume that individuals are diploid ance is scaled to unity, and thus the heritability (h2

S) is
with L freely recombining loci determining the value defined by h2

S 5 VG,S/(1 1 VG,S). In this case, h2
S 5

of G. Thus, in any individual, there are 2L locations 0.00801.
within the genome where alleles that influence the value The parameter values used for Table 1 imply that a
of G occur. These locations are numbered as i 5 1, 2, very small amount of genetic variance results from newly
. . . , 2L. The DNA sequence of the allele at location i arisen mutations. This “mutational variance” is equal to
determines its effect, xi, on the phenotypic character, 2Lmm2, and for Table 1, 2Lmm2 5 8 3 1026. A more
and 2∞ , xi , ∞. The allelic effects combine additively, realistic number may be closer to 1023 (Turelli 1984;
and thus G 5 R2L

i51xi. Bulmer 1989; Lynch and Walsh 1998). Methods used
Each of an individual’s 2L alleles is a copy of an allele to calculate the number of loci involved in the control

present in one or the other of the individual’s parents. of a phenotypic trait may produce estimates that are
The value of xi associated with a particular allele is identi- much lower than the actual number of loci involved
cal to that of the parental allele, unless a mutation (Kearsey and Farquhar 1998). With this in mind, we
occurs during the copying process. The per-allele rate produced Table 2, with L 5 1250, m 5 1025, m 5 0.2,
of such mutations is denoted by m (where 0 # m # and V 5 20. With these values, the mutational variance
1). We make the usual assumptions that mutations to is equal to 1023. Again, the first row gives the results for
different alleles occur independently and that mutant an unchanging environment. Note that, in this case, the
values of xi are normally distributed around the parental level of heritability achieved is much higher (h2

S 5
value (Kimura 1965; Lande 1975; Turelli 1984). When 0.508) than what was seen in the first row of Table 1.
a mutation occurs that alters the allele at location i, the In their computer simulation study, Bürger and
probability that the mutant allele has an effect in the Lynch (1995) also chose parameter values that resulted
infinitesimal interval y 1 dy . xi . y is given by f (y 2 in a mutational variance of 1023. However, to do this,
x*) dy. Here, x* is the parental value of xi. f (y 2 x*) is they used a moderate number of loci and a very high

(and probably unrealistic) rate of mutation (m 5 2 3given by
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1043Sex and Adaptation

TABLE 1

a VG,S VG,A h2
S h2

A jS jA DS DA

a50 0.00807 0.00648 0.00801 0.00644 0.000 0.000 1.03 1.03
a50.0001 0.0364 0.0133 0.0351 0.0131 0.0726 0.176 1.03 1.03
a50.001 0.114 0.0317 0.102 0.0307 0.194 0.655 1.03 1.04
a50.01 0.357 0.0862 0.263 0.0794 0.577 2.34 1.04 1.16
a5a*50.0664 0.883 0.208 0.469 0.172 1.52 6.39 1.10 2.05
a5a**50.0779 0.953 0.225 0.488 0.184 1.65 6.94 1.12 2.24
a50.1 1.07 0.253 0.517 0.202 1.88 7.90 1.14 2.59
a51 3.24 0.789 0.764 0.441 6.19 25.3 2.06 17.1
a510 10.1 ? 0.910 ? 19.8 ? 11.1 ?

Results from the numerical studies for the various quantities reported after they have reached their long-
term stationary values. The data are produced using the methods described in the appendix. The columns
marked VG,S, h2

S, jS, and DS refer to sexual populations, and give, respectively, the genetic variance, the narrow-
sense heritability, the difference between the value of the optimum phenotype and the value of the population
mean phenotype, and the average death rate. The columns marked VG,A, h2

A, jA, and DA give these same quantities
for asexual populations. Values of a (the rate of environmental change) were set as shown in column 1.
Parameters of the model (other than a) were set as follows: L510, m51025, m50.2, and V520. A question
mark appears in cases that were too extreme for calculation without very large amounts of computer time. As
explained in the appendix, there may be substantial inaccuracy introduced into the calculations when VG,S .
V/2. Therefore, the data shown for a sexual population with a510 should be treated with caution.

1024). Presumably, the high mutation rate was required shov and Turelli 1992; Caballero and Keightley
1994; Wagner 1996). In addition, the deleterious sidebecause of computational limitations. For purposes of

comparison, we produced Table 3, which presents data effects caused by pleiotropy seem to be largest for muta-
tions that have a large effect on the trait under studyproduced using parameter values very similar to those

used by Bürger and Lynch (L 5 50, m 5 2 3 1024, m 5 (Barton and Turelli 1989; Caballero and Keight-
ley 1994). Thus, even if the number of loci controlling0.224, and V 5 9).

While it is certainly possible that many phenotypic a trait is relatively large, it may be that mutations that
do not have substantial deleterious side effects are rare.traits are controlled by a large number of loci, this

suggests that mutations typically have pleiotropic effects, Furthermore, such mutations may be associated with
relatively low values of m. With this in mind, we calcu-affecting more than one trait that is under selection.

(Otherwise, an unrealistically large number of loci lated Table 4, which uses the parameter set L 5 10, m 5
1025, m 5 0.1, and V 5 20. These sorts of values maywould be required to influence development of the

phenotype.) Furthermore, experimental evidence sug- be appropriate if mutations that do not have substantial
deleterious side effects occur at a small number of locigests that pleiotropy is common (Caspari 1952;

Wright 1977; Barton and Turelli 1989; Kondra- and have relatively small phenotypic effects. We chose

TABLE 2

a VG,S VG,A h2
S h2

A jS jA DS DA

a50 1.03 0.137 0.508 0.120 0.000 0.000 1.05 1.03
a50.001 1.80 ? 0.643 ? 0.0250 ? 1.07 ?
a50.01 4.22 0.171 0.809 0.146 0.0652 1.20 1.13 1.07
a50.1 13.3 0.369 0.930 0.269 0.171 5.47 1.36 1.78
a5a*50.133 15.3 0.417 0.938 0.294 0.193 6.40 1.41 2.06
a5a**50.253 21.2 0.557 0.955 0.358 0.258 9.10 1.56 3.11
a51 42.5 1.08 0.977 0.519 0.493 18.6 2.08 9.69
a510 129 3.33 0.992 0.769 1.57 60.2 4.30 91.6

Results from the numerical studies for the various quantities reported after they have reached their long-
term stationary values. Parameters of the model (other than a) were set as follows: L51250, m51025, m50.2,
and V520. A question mark appears in cases that were too extreme for calculation without very large amounts
of computer time. As explained in the appendix, there may be substantial inaccuracy introduced into the
calculations when VG,S . V/2. Therefore, the data shown for a sexual population with a $ 0.1 should be treated
with caution.
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1044 D. Waxman and J. R. Peck

TABLE 3

a VG,S VG,A h2
S h2

A jS jA DS DA

a50 0.348 0.0889 0.258 0.0817 0.000 0.000 1.07 1.06
a50.001 0.457 ? 0.314 ? 0.0389 ? 1.08 ?
a50.01 0.866 0.117 0.464 0.104 0.131 0.802 1.10 1.10
a50.1 2.20 0.256 0.688 0.204 0.434 3.54 1.19 1.77
a5a*50.144 2.59 0.301 0.721 0.231 0.525 4.34 1.21 2.12
a5a**50.188 2.91 0.339 0.744 0.251 0.605 5.02 1.24 2.48
a51 6.19 0.750 0.861 0.429 1.48 12.1 1.52 9.14
a510 18.3 2.35 0.948 0.701 4.94 38.3 3.43 82.8

Results from the numerical studies for the various quantities reported after they have reached their long-
term stationary values. Parameters of the model (other than a) were set as follows: L550, m52 3 1024,
m50.224, and V59. A question mark appears in cases that were too extreme for calculation without very large
amounts of computer time. As explained in the appendix, there may be substantial inaccuracy introduced
into the calculations when VG,S . V/2. Therefore, the data shown for a sexual population with a $ 1 should
be treated with caution.

these particular values because they facilitate compari- typic value. When the steady state is achieved, the mean
phenotypic value does not lie at zopt, but lags behind zoptson with Table 1, which uses the same parameter values,

with one exception (in Table 1, m 5 0.2). by an amount denoted by jS (i.e., jS is the difference
between the optimum and the mean phenotype). At theWe do not intend to suggest that the data presented

in Table 4 represents a complete study of the effects of same time, the genetic variance (VG,S), the heritability
(h2

S), and the mean death rate (DS) all depend on thepleiotropy. Nevertheless, the results are of interest and
are likely to give some hint of the outcome of a complete rate of environmental change (a).

Inspection of Table 1 shows that, in a sexual popula-study. The first row shows the data for an unchanging
environment. We see that the level of heritability for a tion, altering the rate of environmental change (a) can

have a very large impact on genetic variance (VG,S) andsexual population is low (h2
S 5 0.00767). However, this

is largely a result of the low mutation rate, not the low heritability (h2
S). This finding is in accord with analytic

approximations, which are presented in Equation A13value of m (Turelli 1984). Nevertheless, changing the
value of m does have a substantial effect when the envi- of the appendix. Over the range of values of a consid-

ered in Table 1 (0.0001 # a # 10), each tenfold increaseronment changes over time, as we show below.
The effect of environmental change: Let us now mod- in a produces about a threefold increase in VG,S. As a

consequence, the value of h2
S also increases dramaticallyify the model presented above to incorporate a shift in

the phenotypic optimum, zopt. Say that, at time t, the with a. When a 5 0.0001, we have h2
S 5 0.0351, which

is low in comparison to values typically measured invalue of the optimum is given by zopt 5 at, where a .
0. In the presence of a steady change in the value of natural populations (Lande 1975; Turelli 1984;

Bulmer 1989). However, when a . 0.001, we havethe optimal phenotype, the population tends toward a
steady-state situation, where the mean phenotypic value h2

S . 0.1. Thus, as long as the optimum is changing by
at least one phenotypic standard deviation every 1000changes at exactly the same rate at the optimum pheno-

TABLE 4

a VG,S VG,A h2
S h2

A jS jA DS DA

a50 0.00773 0.00458 0.00767 0.00456 0.000 0.000 1.02 1.02
a50.0001 0.0320 0.00902 0.0310 0.00894 0.0740 0.235 1.03 1.03
a50.001 0.0895 0.0216 0.0822 0.0212 0.234 0.935 1.03 1.05
a50.01 0.257 0.0596 0.204 0.0562 0.786 3.37 1.05 1.31
a5a*50.0332 0.448 0.104 0.310 0.0946 1.49 6.36 1.09 2.04
a5a**50.0382 0.479 0.112 0.324 0.101 1.60 6.84 1.10 2.20
a50.1 0.752 0.178 0.429 0.151 2.67 11.2 1.22 4.18
a51 2.28 ? 0.695 ? 8.79 ? 3.01 ?

Results from the numerical studies for the various quantities reported after they have reached their long-
term stationary values. Parameters of the model (other than a) were set as follows: L510, m51025, m50.1,
and V520. A question mark appears in cases that were too extreme for calculation without very large amounts
of computer time.
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1045Sex and Adaptation

generations, it is possible to produce an appreciable
level of heritability with only 10 loci. (We use the word
“generation” to denote the average lifetime of a pheno-
typically optimal individual.)

When the rate of environmental change is increased,
the lag of the phenotypic mean behind the phenotypic
optimum (jS) also increases (see Table 1). As a conse-
quence of the dependence of jS and VG,S on a, increases
in a produce increases in mean death rate (DS). The
data in Table 1 also suggest that, with 10 loci under
selection, even very high values of a (up to a 5 1) can
be tolerated as long as the species is capable of doubling
its birth rate (which is not a severe requirement).

Table 2 shows the effect of environmental change
when the number of loci under selection is relatively
large (L 5 1250, with the other parameters set as for
Table 1). In this case, the amount of genetic variance

Figure 1.—Effect of the rate of environmental change (a)and heritability is substantial even in an unchanging
on mean death rate. Circles give the data for sexuals (theenvironment. However, the effect of changing the envi-
DS values), while squares give the data for asexuals (the DAronment is similar to what occurs when L 5 10, in that values). For both sexuals and asexuals, parameters were set

every tenfold increase in a studied produces about a as follows: L 5 10, m 5 1025, m 5 0.2, and V 5 20.
threefold increase in VG,S. Increases in VG,S of a similar
magnitude are shown in Tables 3 and 4 for other choices
of parameter values. Note that, because of computa-
tional constraints, it was not possible to use the entire ity, and the difference between the phenotypic mean

and the optimum phenotype also settle down to steady-range of a values found in Table 1 in all of the other
tables. Thus, for example, we were unable to run the state values, denoted by VG,A, h2

A, and jA, respectively.
Analytic approximations for VG,A and jA are given ina 5 0.0001 case for the parameter values used in Table 2.

Comparing Tables 1 and 2, we see that large numbers Equation A5 of the appendix.
Examination of the tables shows that, in a changingof loci generally increase the death rate in a sexual

population as long as the rate of environmental change environment, asexuals generally have much lower levels
of genetic variance and heritability than a sexual popula-is not too high. This is because many loci lead to a

relatively high level of genetic variance. However, for a tion would have in the same circumstances. High herita-
bility facilitates adaptation (Fisher 1930). Thus, it is notvery high rate of environmental change (a 5 10), a

large number of loci apparently confers an advantage, surprising to see that the mean phenotype for asexuals
generally lags considerably further behind the optimumallowing a much lower death rate than what occurs with

10 loci. than does a sexual population in the same circumstances
(jA . jS). In Figure 2 the distributions of genotypicComparing Tables 1 and 4 leads to the conclusion

that a relatively low value of m (the standard deviation effects for sexuals and asexuals are plotted as functions
of a. The difference in widths (variance) of the distribu-of mutant effects) seems to have little impact on the

death rate of a sexual population when the rate of envi- tions and the difference in lags are clearly seen.
The lower heritability and larger lags characteristicronmental change is relatively small. However, for a $

0.1, the lower value of m used for Table 4 leads to a of asexuals do not mean that their mean death rate
will necessarily be larger than in an equivalent sexualsubstantially higher death rate than what is observed in

Table 1. Presumably, this is because large-effect muta- population. A large genetic variance may enhance heri-
tability, but it also means that many individuals are fartions that push genotypes toward the optimum are more

rare when m is low. from the phenotypic optimum, and this tends to in-
crease death rates. Thus, for example, in Table 2 (forThe effect of asexuality: So far, we have assumed that

all L loci recombine freely. Let us now consider what which L 5 1250) asexuals have a lower death rate than
sexuals when a 5 0.01. However, for larger values of a,happens in a population that is identical to the one just

described, except that reproduction is asexual so that the death rate is lower for sexuals. Indeed, for every set
of parameter values studied, a sexual population has athere is no recombination or segregation. The relevant

data are shown in columns 3, 5, 7, and 9 in Tables 1–4, much lower death rate than an asexual population when
the rate of environmental change (a) is sufficientlyand in Figures 1 and 2. After a sufficiently long period

of time has elapsed, the mean death rate of asexuals large.
It is commonly held that asexuals have a twofold fertil-takes on a value that does not change over time. We

denote this value by DA. The genetic variance, heritabil- ity advantage (Maynard Smith 1978; Michod and
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1046 D. Waxman and J. R. Peck

Figure 2.—Genotypic
distributions as a function
of the rate of environmental
change (a). A genotype is
characterized by its “geno-
typic value,” G, which is the
mean phenotypic value for
individuals with that geno-
type. The axis labeled G 2
at gives the difference be-
tween genotypic values and
the optimal genotypic value
(at). The higher ridge is the
peak of the distribution for
asexuals, for different val-
ues of a, while the lower
ridge is the peak of the dis-
tribution for sexuals. Note
that, on average, sexuals are
closer to the optimal geno-
typic value than asexuals,
and this difference in-
creases with a. Also, both
distributions become wider
and lower as a increases.
For both sexuals and asexu-
als, parameters were set as
follows: L 5 10, m 5 1025,
m 5 0.2, V 5 20. The distri-
butions shown are achieved
after a sufficiently long pe-
riod of time has elapsed.

Levin 1988; Peck et al. 1997). If this is so, sexuals should to changes in the value of m, it is remarkably insensitive
to changes in the allelic mutation rate, m, as suggestedstill be able to obtain an overall fitness superiority as

long as they live more than twice as long as asexuals by the analytic approximations found in the appendix
(Equation A5). Thus, for example, if L 5 10, m 5 0.2,(2DS , DA) and thus have more than twice as many

offspring as asexuals do over the course of their life- and V 5 20, then when m 5 1026 we have a* 5 0.0555,
which is only 16% lower than the value found in Tabletimes. Therefore, we now describe the conditions under

which this inequality is satisfied. 1, for which m was 10 times higher.
Were sex to allow perfect adaptation to environmen-Let a* represent the rate of environmental change,

tal change, DS would remain unaltered as a is increased.a, for which DA is twice the value that it takes when a 5
Furthermore, when a is sufficiently close to zero, DS ≈0 (i.e., in an unchanging environment). The value of

a* depends on the various parameters of the model, DA for all plausible parameter-value choices that we
have studied. Thus, in the case of perfectly adaptablebut it is particularly sensitive to m, the standard deviation

of mutant effects. If m is small, then mutations that sexuals, 2DS , DA will be satisfied when a is just a little
larger than a*. In reality, sexuals are not perfectly adapt-move genotypic values substantially toward the optimum

are rare, and this results in a small value of a*. With a able. Nevertheless, for the cases we have studied, we
find that the value of a that is sufficiently large to inducelarge value of m, even rapid rates of environmental

change can be tolerated, and so a* is relatively large. 2DS , DA is typically not greatly in excess of a*, except
when the number of loci under selection is very largeThus, for example, with the parameters used for Table

1 (L 5 10, m 5 1025, m 5 0.2, and V 5 20) we have (as in Table 2). Thus, it seems very likely that only
modest conditions must be met for the average lifetimea* 5 0.0664. Table 4 uses the same parameters as Table

1, except that the value of m is halved to m 5 0.1. This of sexuals to be twice that of asexuals.
We denote the value of a for which 2DS 5 DA as a**.leads to a halving of the value of a*, to a* 5 0.0332.

Further investigations (not shown in the tables) show In every case we have studied, 2DS , DA whenever a .
a**. We find that, for the parameters used in Table 1,that, if we decrease m to one-fifth of its value in Table

1 (m 5 0.04), a* falls by almost five times (to a* 5 a** 5 0.0779, which is to say that, to produce a twofold
viability advantage for sexuals, the environment must0.0136).

It is interesting to note that, while a* is quite sensitive change at a rate that is only 17% faster than the rate that
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1047Sex and Adaptation

would be required if sexuals were perfectly adaptable. finding about the impact of low rates of environmental
change is another case in which our results appear, atWhen the value of m is halved, there is only a 15%

difference between a* and a** (see Table 4). When we least at first glance, to contradict previously published
results, which have generally suggested that rapiddecrease the value of m to m 5 0.04 (and leave the other
changes in the environment are required to induce suchparameters as in Table 1), we have a** 5 0.0152, which
large increases in genetic variation (Bürger and Lynchmeans that only a 12% difference separates a* and a**.
1995; Kondrashov and Yampolsky 1996).This also means that, in this case, sexuals can gain a

What accounts for the differences between our resultstwofold advantage when the environment changes by
and those of previous studies of the effects of environ-,1.5% of a phenotypic standard deviation per genera-
mental change? To address this question, it is useful totion.
develop an intuitive understanding of the relationship
between environmental change and genetic variation
in our model. Recall that, when the optimum changesDISCUSSION
over time, the phenotypic mean value tends to lag be-

Taken at face value, the results presented here suggest hind the optimum value. As a result of this lag, a subclass
that sexual populations can maintain a remarkably high of mutations is beneficial as they tend to bring pheno-
level of fitness, even when the environment is changing types closer to the optimum. When these beneficial mu-
quite quickly. This conclusion is in sharp contrast with tations occur, some of the resulting mutant alleles rise
the results of most other studies (but see Kondrashov in frequency. However, once the optimum has moved
1984). One example of the type of results generally further, new alleles become beneficial, and alleles that
found in the literature comes from the study by Bürger were once beneficial become deleterious and fall in
and Lynch, who suggested that populations were un- frequency. This “turnover” of alleles is very different
likely to be able to change at a rate .10% of a pheno- to what apparently occurs in large populations in an
typic standard deviation per generation (Bürger and unchanging environment, where a single allele can be-
Lynch 1995). We find that, with a plausible choice of come common and all other alleles remain rare forever
parameter values, the environment can change at a (Turelli 1984). Our calculations show that the turn-
much faster rate than suggested by Bürger and Lynch over in allele frequencies induced by environmental
without inducing very high death rates in a sexual popu- change can generate very substantial genetic variability.
lation. For example, for the parameters chosen for Ta- The idea that environmental change can lead to an
ble 1, a 5 1 results in a death rate that is only twice increase in genetic variation is in accord with much of
what is found in an unchanging environment. When the experimental literature (e.g., see pp. 200–202 in
a 5 1, Table 1 gives a value of VG,S of 3.24, and this Bell 1997). However, environmental change does not
means that a phenotypic standard deviation is equal to always induce an increase in genetic variation, presum-
√3.24 1 1 5 2.06, and so the environment is changing ably because of small experimental population sizes
by about one-half of a phenotypic standard deviation combined with strong selection (see below). Despite
each generation. the plausibility of a relationship between environmental

Extreme caution should be exercised before ac- change and genetic variation, a number of key studies
cepting the conclusion that natural populations are have assumed that the amount of genetic variation is
much more able to deal with environmental change independent of the rate of environmental change
than previously realized. Our knowledge of the genetic (Lynch et al. 1991; Charlesworth 1993; Lynch and
systems underlying quantitative traits is very incomplete Lande 1993). This assumption can be justified a number
(Barton and Turelli 1989; Bulmer 1989). Before firm of ways. For example, Charlesworth (1993) considers
conclusions can be made, experimentalists must learn a genetic system that follows the assumptions of the
much more about pleiotropy, genetic constraints, popu- infinitesimal model (Bulmer 1980). This implies that
lation structure, and effective population size, and more gene frequencies do not undergo any substantial change
must be done to incorporate these factors into models. as a result of environmental fluctuations, and as a conse-
We discuss some of these complications below. quence, genetic variance does not increase with the

We find that low rates of environmental change (e.g., rate of environmental change. The infinitesimal model
a 5 0.01) can induce a very large increase in genetic assumes an infinite number of loci, each of which has
variation in comparison with the case of an unchanging infinitesimal effects. We feel that these assumptions are
environment (a 5 0). This finding may help to explain much less realistic than the ones made in the model
the high levels of heritability and genetic variation com- presented here.
monly found in natural populations. High heritability A study that did make similar assumptions to ours
has been a puzzle because the best current estimates of was carried out by Bürger and Lynch (1995). In accord
the relevant genetic parameter values suggest that low with our results, Bürger and Lynch found that a chang-
heritability is likely when environments do not change ing environment can increase genetic variance. How-

ever, the increases in variance reported by Bürger andover time (Turelli 1984; Bulmer 1989). However, our
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1048 D. Waxman and J. R. Peck

Lynch were much smaller than those reported here. 1 (VG,S 5 1.07), we can calculate that the standard
This is true even for the parameter values used in Table deviation of allelic effects is equal to 0.231. Thus, a large
3, which are very similar to those used by Bürger and percentage (z34%) of alleles are actually in advance
Lynch. of the optimum. These alleles are suboptimal, but many

The main reason for the differences between our of them will become closer to optimal in the next gener-
results and those of Bürger and Lynch seems clear. As ation, after the value of the optimum phenotype has
stated above, Bürger and Lynch relied on simulation changed. These considerations suggest that an ex-
methods, and thus they were unable to consider large tremely large population size would not be necessary to
population sizes (the largest population size used was produce effects that are roughly similar to those re-
512). They did, however, observe that, as population ported in the 7th row of Table 1 for a sexual population.
size increases, there is also an increase in the degree to We would guess that a population size of z10 times the
which environmental change enhances genetic varia- inverse of the allelic mutation rate would be sufficient
tion. With this in mind, we strongly suspect that the (i.e., a population with z106 members).
main difference between our results and those of Bürger The situation is very different under asexuality. Con-
and Lynch is accounted for by the difference in popula- sider, once again, the 7th row of Table 1. Note that, for
tion size. asexuals, the optimum is nearly eight environmental

To facilitate comparison with other studies, we used a standard deviations away from the phenotypic optimum.
Gaussian function for our distribution of mutant effects. Furthermore, the standard deviation in genotypic values
There is, however, some evidence that a more leptokur- (√VG,A) is only about half of one environmental standard
tic function is more appropriate for this purpose deviation. This means that some extremely rare muta-
(Mukai et al. 1972; Mackay et al. 1992; Ohta 1992; tions are strongly beneficial. For example, mutations
Keightley 1994). For this reason, some researchers that would bring an average genotype to (or beyond)
have used a “reflected gamma” distribution, with param- the optimum occur to z1 newly produced genome in
eter 1/2 (Keightley and Hill 1987, 1988). We carried 1020. Nevertheless, this does not imply that very rare
out some preliminary studies using this sort of function, mutations are necessary for adaptation. We recalculated
and we find that the change makes very little difference

the results for the 7th row of Table 1 using a “truncated
to the outcome of evolution for a sexual population.

normal” distribution, which is very similar to a standardFor an asexual population, the change to a reflected
normal distribution, except that no mutations occurgamma has a more substantial effect, allowing somewhat
that alter allelic effects by more than 2m. Thus, rarehigher levels of heritability (h2

A), smaller lags (jA), and
and extreme mutations are excluded. We found thatlower death rates (DA) in comparison to what is obtained
the truncated normal distribution made an asexual pop-with a Gaussian mutation function. However, the differ-
ulation less adaptable, but the impact was not as largeences caused by switching from one mutation function
as one might expect. In particular, the truncated normalto another are not very large, and we would reach the
distribution resulted in an elevation of DA by 28%, tosame qualitative conclusions with either function.
DA 5 3.32. Other things being equal, imposition of theWe assumed that the population is so large that sto-
truncated normal distribution resulted in smallerchastic effects can be ignored. This means that, effec-
changes for smaller values of a, and larger changestively, the population has infinite size. Thus, there is
resulted for larger values of a. The changes produced byalways a supply of mutations that tend to move geno-
the truncated normal distribution were generally muchtypes in the direction of the optimum. With this in mind,
smaller for a sexual population as compared to an other-it is worth asking whether any natural populations are
wise-equivalent asexual population. Thus, unrealisticallylikely to be large enough to exhibit the sort of behavior
large populations may not be necessary for the survivalreported here. Unfortunately, we have not yet been able
of sexual or asexual populations when the environmentto develop methods that allow us to address this question
changes relatively quickly. Additional work is requireddirectly. However, it is possible to make a few relevant
to clarify this issue.observations.

In the effectively infinite population studied here, aConsider, for example, the 7th row of Table 1, corre-
population, whether sexual or asexual, can always keepsponding to a 5 0.1. This row shows that, in a very large
pace with a shifting optimum. If the optimum movessexual population, the average population member has
quickly, the population mean may fall well behind. How-a phenotype that deviates from the optimal phenotype
ever, once there is sufficient separation between theby 1.88 environmental standard deviations. This implies
optimum and the population mean, mutations thatthat the average allelic effect deviates from the optimum
move phenotypes substantially in the direction of theallelic effect by 1.88/(2L) 5 1.88/20 5 0.0940 environ-
optimum will be strongly favored by selection. Once themental standard deviations. Thus, the distance between
strength of selection on these beneficial mutations isthe average effect and the optimum is less than one-
sufficiently strong, the population mean can change athalf of the standard deviation of mutant effects (m 5

0.2). In addition, from the value of VG,S given in Table the same rate as the optimum.
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1049Sex and Adaptation

In a real and finite population, the necessary muta- a very low rate of change in the optimum for each trait
tions may not always be available. Thus, it is possible will be all that is required to overcome the “twofold cost
for a changing optimum to outrun the population, in of sex” (Maynard Smith 1978; Charlesworth 1993;
the sense that the difference between the optimum and Peck et al. 1997). Second, sex might be maintained if
the population mean may increase each generation, only a single trait is subject to a changing optimum as
leading to a long-term decrease in fitness and finally long as the rate of environmental change is sufficiently
to extinction of the population. In light of the results swift. Furthermore, as we have seen, the rate of change
presented here, we feel certain that the rate of environ- required may be very modest as long as m is small. In
mental change sufficient for the optimum to outrun fact, the relevant value of m in typical real-world situa-
the population will typically be much smaller for asexual tions may be very low. This is because many large-effect
populations than in the case of sexuality. mutations have substantial deleterious side effects, and

What accounts for the difference between the behav- thus they should not be considered when m is calculated
ior of sexual and asexual populations that was observed (Barton and Turelli 1989; Caballero and Keight-
in this study? There are a variety of roughly equivalent ley 1994).
ways to answer this question, but perhaps the most Finally, even with a large value of m and a single trait
straightforward explanation was put forward by James subject to a shifting optimum, sex might be maintained
Crow (1992). Crow pointed out that, in the absence by occasional catastrophes, where the rate of environ-
of new mutations, the mean of an asexual population mental change temporarily rises to a level that would
cannot change beyond the genotypic value of the indi- doom any population were it to go on unabated. Our
vidual with the most extreme genotype in the current results show that a long period of very slow environmen-
population. On the other hand, in the absence of muta- tal change can lead to much higher levels of heritability
tion, a sexual population may be able to evolve far be- in a sexual population, as compared to an asexual popu-
yond the phenotype of any individual present in the lation. If a period of very slow change is followed by a
population by combining rare alleles drawn from differ- catastrophe, this heritability difference could easily lead
ent individuals. The situation is similar when mutations to the extinction of asexuals. With their greater genetic
are allowed to occur. Furthermore, mutations that push variability, sexuals can adapt more quickly to the envi-
genotypes toward the optimum will tend to be lost in ronmental change, and thus they may survive the catas-
an asexual population unless they occur in one of the trophe.
few individuals that has a genotype closest to the opti- Our results do not represent a definitive analysis of
mum (Fisher 1930; Manning and Thompson 1984; the process whereby populations adapt to changing en-
Peck 1994). This is not the case in a sexual population. vironments. Such an analysis must await more data on
Even if a beneficial mutation occurs in a very unfit the genetics underlying quantitative traits, more sophis-
individual, it can escape from the genetic context in ticated mathematical techniques, and much more pow-
which it arose through mating and recombination, and erful computers. Nevertheless, the work presented here
it can thus contribute to the long-term adaptation of should bring closer the day when we understand how
the population. organisms deal with the challenge of a changing world.

A study by Charlesworth (mentioned above) shows
The authors are indebted to Jonathan Yearsley for valuable advicethat a sexual population can obtain a large advantage and assistance. This research was supported by Biotechnology and

over asexuals in a changing environment, even if envi- Biological Sciences Research Council grant 85/G11043.
ronmental change is not very fast (Charlesworth
1993). This finding is in qualitative agreement with our
results. However, Charlesworth made use of the infini-
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pendent of G and has mean zero and variance Ve), the ance: h2
A 5 VG,A/(VG,A 1 1). Tables 1–4 contain results

following from the numerical solution of Equation A3.death rate of individuals with genotypic value G at time
t is D(G 2 at), where D(G) 5 1 1 Ve/(2V) 1 G 2/(2V). The numerical results are complemented by an analyti-

cal approximation that applies for asexuals when LmV/In what follows, we scale variables so that, without loss
of generality, Ve 5 1. m2 ! 1:

After a transient period in a constantly changing envi-
ronment, numerical evidence indicates that FA(G,t) set- jA . √aV/m 38 ln1 m2

4LmV24
1/4

,
tles down to a steady-state tracking solution—one that
continuously follows, without change of shape, the opti-

VG,A . √amV 38 ln1 m2

4LmV24
21/4

. (A5)mal genotypic value. Such a solution depends on G and
t only in the combination G 2 at and it is useful to write

These approximations exhibit the general dependen-
FA(G,t) 5 cA(G 2 at). (A2) cies of the lag, jA, and the genetic variance, VG,A, on

parameters in the problem. In particular, they indicateSubstituting Equation A2 into Equation A1 and chang-
that as far as the rate of optimum shift, a, is concerned,ing the variable to G9 5 G 2 at leads to an equation
both the lag and the genetic variance are proportionalfor cA(G9). For typographical simplicity we omit all
to √a. Furthermore, the approximations show that jAprimes and obtain
and VG,A exhibit a strikingly weak dependence on the
mutation rate, m.2a

dcA(G)
dG

5 [(1 2 2Lm)DA 2 D(G)] cA(G)
Derivation of approximate results: The derivation

given in this section is somewhat technical and may be1 2LmDA #
∞

2∞
f(G 2 Y)cA(Y)dY, (A3)

omitted at a first reading. To begin, we introduce a
parameter Q defined by Q2 5 2V[(1 2 2Lm) DA 2D(0)].where DA 5 e∞

2∞ D(G)cA(G)dG.
When a 5 0, Q2 is negative (Waxman and Peck 1998).When a 5 0 we arrive at the equation for the equilib-
A changing environment modifies the balance of evolu-rium distribution in a static environment. Let Vs 5
tionary forces and allows the new possibility that Q2 isVD(0). If 2LmVs/m2 ! 1, the distribution may be found
positive. We estimate that for LmV/m2 ! 1, Q2 becomesin the “house of cards” approximation (Turelli 1984):
positive at an a of order a0

def; 27(2Lm)3V 2m23. Here wecA(G) ; FA(G) ≈ 4LmVsf(G)/(G 2 1 b2), b 5 4pLmVs/
assume that a is sufficiently large that Q2 . 0. Further-√2pm2. This distribution has a mean of zero and an
more, we take Q itself to be positive.approximate variance of 4LmVs. Alternatively, if 2LmVs/

Next we assume that the smallness of the trait muta-m2 @ 1, FA(G) is approximately Gaussian, with mean
tion rate, 2Lm, means that at almost all G where cA(G)zero and variance √2LmVsm2. This result is derived using
is appreciable, the environmental term 2adcA(G)/dGa similar approach to that of Kimura (1965).
in Equation A3 dominates the mutation contributionWhen the environment changes (a ? 0) the forego-
2LmDA e∞

2∞ f(G 2 Y)cA(Y)dY. We thus neglect the lattering mutation selection balance results may be changed
term where cA(G) is appreciable, in which casesignificantly because the “environmental force” in Equa-
2aVdcA(G)/dG ≈ 1⁄2(Q2 2 G 2)cA(G). Only in the vicinitytion A3, 2adcA(G)/dG, need not be small compared
of G 5 2Q is cA(G) appreciable, because it has a maxi-with the mutation contribution, 2LmDA e∞

2∞ f(G 2 Y)
mum at this point. Approximating 1⁄2(Q2 2 G 2) by QcA(Y)dY.
(Q 1 G) yields a Gaussian approximation for cA(G):Generally, the solution of Equation A3 has to satisfy
cA (G) ≈ √Q/(2paV) exp[2(Q/(2aV))(G 1 Q)2]. This

c(G) $ 0, #
∞

2∞
c(G)dG 5 1 (A4) is a distribution with a lag of jA 5 Q and a variance of

VG,A 5 aV/Q.
as follows from FA(G,t) being a probability density. Nu- So far the parameter Q is unknown but an approxima-
merical evidence supports the assumption that the solu- tion for Q can be derived by writing Equation A3 as the
tion of Equation A3 with these properties is unique. integral equation

Let EA(VarA) denote the expectation operator (vari-
ance) for the asexual population. For tracking solutions, cA(G) 2 2LmDA #

∞

2∞
R(G,Y)cA(Y)dY 5 0, (A6)

jA denotes the lag of the mean genotypic value behind
where R(G,Y) 5 (1/a) e∞

G exp(2[H(G) 2 H(X)]/a) ·the value of the optimum and is defined by EA(G) 5
at 2 jA. In terms of cA(G), jA 5 2e∞

2∞ GcA(G)dG and f(X 2 Y)dX and H(G) 5 [Q2G 2 G 3/3]/(2V). An ap-
the variance of genotypic effects is VG,A 5 e∞

2∞ [G 2 proximate equation can be obtained by expanding the
(2jA)]2 cA(G)dG. The mean death rate following from Fredholm determinant associated with Equation A6.
these is DA 5 1 1 1/(2V) 1 (VG,A 1 j2

A)/(2V) (recall The simplest nontrivial approximation keeps only terms
that we use units where Ve 5 1). Because there is no up to linear order in R and yields (Lovitt 1924)
epistasis or dominance in the model, the narrow sense

1 2 2LmDA #
∞

2∞
R(G,G)dG ≈ 0. (A7)heritability is the ratio of genotypic to phenotypic vari-
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For a → 0, it may be shown that the value of Q2 obtained Each allele may be treated as that of a single haploid
locus existing in an averaged genetic background com-from this equation coincides with the house of cards

approximation (Turelli 1984), thereby indicating that posed of the remaining alleles. The background quanti-
ties are present in a nontrivial way and we give somethe approximation holds when LmV/m2 ! 1.

After some manipulations, we find that Equation A7 details of the calculations. Consider, e.g., those individu-
als with an allele at location i with effect xi at time t.can be written as
Their death rate follows by averaging D(G 2 at) over
the genetic background and yields the death rate1 2 4DA

LmV
m2

K 1aV
m3

,
Q

m2 ≈ 0,
DS(xi 2 at/(2L) 1 (2L 2 1)M1), where

DS(x);
def

11 1
1

2V2 1
(2L 2 1)V1

2V
1

x 2

2V
. (A9)K(l,q) 5 #

∞

0
exp32l21x 6

24
1

x4

2 2 1 q 2x
2

2 4dx. (A8)

The distribution of allelic effects at location i, written
To make further progress, we make the crude approx- as FS,1(xi,t), satisfies the one-locus haploid equation

imation of keeping only the leading Q dependence of
ln(K(aV/m3, Q/m)). After some work, we find, ]FS,1(xi,t)

]t
5 3(1 2 m)DS2 DS1xi 2

at
2L

1 (2L 2 1)M124ln(K(aV/m3, Q/m)) 5 Q4m2/(8a2V 2) 1 . . . ; thus Equa-
tion A8 yields Q4m2/(8a2V 2) ≈ ln(m2/(4DALmV)). It is

· FS,1(xi,t) 1 mDS #
∞

2∞
f(xi 2 y)FS,1(y,t)dy,clear that among other things, various logarithmic cor-

rections have been omitted to obtain this result, and
wherein this spirit, we drop the factor DA within the argu-

ment of the logarithm, thereby allowing Q to be given
DS 5 #

∞

2∞
DS(xi 2

at
2L

1 (2L 2 1)M1) FS,1(xi,t)dxi,in terms of known quantities: Q ≈ √aV/m [8 ln(m2/
(4LmV))]1/4. Analytical approximations for jA and VG,A then a quantity independent of time.
follow from this formula for Q. By virtue of being a tracking solution, FS,1(xi,t) de-

Last, we note that the Gaussian distribution predicts pends on xi and t only in the combination xi 2 at/2L
VG,A 3 jA 5 aV and this approximately applies when a and we write
is not too small (a . 0.001).

Sexual population: Consider an effectively infinite
FS,1(xi,t) 5 cS1xi 2

at
2L

1 (2L 2 1)M12. (A11)population of diploid sexual organisms with L unlinked
loci that undergo random mating. The death rate for

Changing the variable to x 5 xi 2 at/(2L) 1 (2L 2individuals with genotypic value G at time t is, as for
1)M1 in Equation A10 yieldsasexuals in a constantly changing environment, D(G 2

at).
2

a

2L
dcS(x)

dx
5 [(1 2 m)DS 2 DS(x)] cS(x)We assume the population has achieved a steady-state

tracking distribution, with G 2 at having a time-inde-
pendent distribution. To proceed further, we neglect 1 mDS #

∞

2∞ f(x 2 y)cS(y)dy. (A12)
correlations of genes both across and between loci. We

The lag of the mean genotypic value behind the fit-estimate both types of correlations to be comparable in
ness optimum, jS, is defined by ES(G) 5 at 2 jS. In termsmagnitude and Bulmer’s analysis of between-loci corre-
of cS(x) we have jS 5 2ES(G 2 at) 5 2e∞

2∞[xi 2lations (Bulmer 1989) indicates that correlation effects
at/(2L) 1 (2L 2 1)M1] FS,1(xi,t)dxi 5 2 e∞

2∞ xcS(x)dx.are small when VG,S ! V. Results presented in the tables,
Similarly, the total genotypic value for the sexuals iswhich are consistent with the neglect of correlations,
VG,S 5 VarS (R2L

i51xi) 5 2LV1 and V1 5 e∞
2∞[x 2(2jS)]2yield genetic variances satisfying VG,S ! V. Results for

cS(x)dx. The mean death rate and narrow sense herita-which this inequality does not hold, e.g., those yielding
bility are DS 5 1 1 1/(2V) 1 (VG,S 1 j2

S)/(2V), h2
S 5VG,S $ V/2, are included for aid of comparison, but the

VG,S/(VG,S 1 1). Tables 1–4 contain results followingreader should note that they may require significant
from the numerical solution of Equation A12. Thesecorrections due to neglected correlations.
are complemented by analytical approximations thatThe neglect of correlations leads to all 2L alleles un-
follow from the same methods as those used for theder selection having independent and identical distribu-
asexuals. The approximations apply when mV/m2 ! 1:tions. In particular this means that for all values of the
a fairly unrestrictive condition. The approximations forallelic location, i, the combination xi 2 at/(2L) has a
sexuals can be obtained from the asexual results oftime-independent distribution. For the mean and vari-
Equation A5 by the replacements jS 5 jA(a → a/(2L),ance of this quantity, we write M1 5 ES(xi 2 at/(2L)),
m → m/(2L)), VG,S 5 2L · VG,A(a → a/(2L), m →V1 5 VarS (xi 2 at/(2L), where ES(VarS) denotes the
m/(2L)), as follows from comparing Equations A12expectation operator (variance) for the sexual popula-

tion. and A3:
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rate, m. Also, as for asexuals, the approximations yield
jS . √aV/(2Lm) 38 ln1 m2

2mV24
1/4

,
the relation VG,S 3 jS 5 aV, which approximately applies
when a is not too small (a . 0.001).

The distribution of genotypic effects, FS(G,t) is ap-VG,S . √2LamV 38 ln1 m2

2mV24
21/4

. (A13)
proximately Gaussian, because G is the sum of 2L ap-
proximately independent Gaussian random variablesAs for asexuals, the approximations indicate that both
with identical distributions.the lag and the genetic variance are proportional to

√a and there is a very weak dependence on the mutation
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